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We have received some questions as to when a Supplier OIN (OASIS Identification Number), is assigned or should 
continued to be used when there are ownership or address changes to a supplier site. The following gives guidance in 
how OIN numbers should be maintained. 
 

1. What defines an OIN? 
a. Each physical location of a business 
b. Each location of an organization listed on a QMS certificate 

 
Note: “Campus” locations with activities of the same business but with different address sub-location 
indicators shall be considered as one location with one OIN, indicated by the address of the main sub-
location on the campus. 

 
 

2. Once an OIN is assigned, that number will remain associated with that site, for the life of that site. Below are 
examples of changes that can occur to the supplier site information that will not effect the supplier OIN (OASIS 
Identification Number) 
 

a. The complete site with all activities moves to a new location and the site keeps the same quality system 
and scope.   Example: Move the whole site and operation down the street. 

b. Name of the street or number is changed by the local community. 
c. Name change when the name of the company changes. 
d. Name change because of change in ownership, but the site continues existing activities.  

 
Note: In each of the above cases, the CB will need to reissue a new printed certificate and update the 
information in OASIS. For the change in ownership, the CB will need to determine if a new assessment is 
needed, depending on the impacts to the quality system.  
 
 

3. Assigning a new OIN number (creating a new site in OASIS) with an address of a previous site that is now closed. 
 

a. Only if the site is closed, and then the ground and building is bought by a new owner, starting a new 
company with similar or different activities, management and QMS, then there should be a new supplier 
OIN assignment. 
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